FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY SURVEY

Print and complete this form and return it to the address listed above along with the other supporting documents for your application for admission.

NAME__________________________________________________________

IMMEDIATE DEGREE OBJECTIVE_____________________________________

PROPOSED SPECIALIZATION________________________________________

READING PROFICIENCY IN (check all languages studied. List highest course level completed. Indicate any language of which you are a native speaker. If you indicate proficiency not reflected on your transcripts, please state how you acquired the language)

/ / French________________________________________________________

/ / German_______________________________________________________

/ / Italian________________________________________________________

/ / Spanish_______________________________________________________

/ / Other________________________________________________________

Are you currently, or do you plan to take any language courses prior to the term you are applying for admission to the art history program? If yes, please describe:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

NOTE: M.A. applicants: with the exception of a few specializations, one language requirement must be fulfilled by the end of the third quarter in residence, and the second by the end of the sixth quarter.

Ph.D. applicants: with the exception of a few specializations, reading knowledge of French and German is required for admission. One language requirement must be fulfilled by the end of the first quarter in residence, and the second by the end of the third quarter.